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About the Author

“‘No More 
donuts. . . . 
Basically,  

it means get  
to work.”

Born in Brussels, rae Meadows grew up in cleveland 
and San Diego before attending Stanford University 
as an art history major. after years in unsatisfying 
advertising jobs in San Francisco, she wrote her first 
story, which led to local workshops and eventually the 
MFa program at the University of Utah. 

While in Salt Lake City, she answered phones at an 
escort service, the experience of which inspired her 
first novel. Calling Out received the 2006 Utah Book 
award for fiction and was named an Entertainment 
Weekly Must-read, a Book Sense notable novel, a 
Barnes & Noble Discover Great New Writers selec-
tion, and one of the Best Books of 2006 by the 
Chicago Tribune. Meadows was also named one of 
five Poets & Writers Debut Writers to Watch. Her 
second novel, No One Tells Everything, was named a 
notable novel by Poets & Writers, and it was award-
ed Honorable Mention in the 2008 anne Powers 
Fiction Prize. Her stories have appeared in various 
literary magazines.

She lives with her husband and two daughters in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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About the 
Author

Q:  What is the best piece of writing advice anyone 
ever gave you?

A:  No More donuts. My first writing teacher, Lewis  
Buzbee, gave me a pencil printed with that 
advice. Basically, it means get to work. 

Q:  What is the question most commonly asked by 
your readers? What is the answer? 

A:  Were you an escort? No! (Meadows’s first 
novel, Calling Out, featured a character who 
worked at an escort service.)

Q:   What are some books that have been impor-
tant to you as a writer?

A: Jesus’ Son, by Denis Johnson
As I Lay Dying, by William Faulkner
The Sun Also Rises, by ernest Hemingway
Gilead, by Marilynne robinson
Beloved, by toni Morrison
Winesburg, Ohio, by Sherwood anderson
To the Lighthouse, by Virginia Woolf
Last Night at the Lobster, by Stewart O’Nan
In the Lake of the Woods, by Tim O’Brien
The Sheltering Sky, by Paul Bowles

Q:  What are your hobbies and outside interests? 
A:  My main interest is pottery. i have my wheel in 

the basement. Since becoming a mother, i have 
not been able to devote much time to it, but 
working with clay will be a lifelong pursuit. 

Q:  What is your favorite quote?
A:  From a fortune cookie: all things have beauty, 

but not everyone sees it. 

An Interview with  
Rae Meadows:
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“The subject  
of my fiction 

often seems to 
emerge from a 
serendipitous 
collision of 

ideas.”

Q:  What was your inspiration for Mercy Train? 
A:  i wanted to write a novel from three perspectives, 

and when i learned of the orphan trains, i knew 
immediately that one of the characters would 
be eleven-year-old Violet. at the time i thought 
i would write the whole novel as historical fic-
tion, but then i became a mother and everything 
changed. Motherhood became the lens, and the 
multigenerational story fell into place.

Q:  How did your own entry into motherhood affect 
your novel and your characters?

A:  it was huge. this idea of displacement that mother-
hood brings was certainly something i experienced. 
you engage with the world one way and then all of 
a sudden you make a dramatic shift to focusing on 
the well-being of your child. i wasn’t sure where 
the writer part of me fit in anymore. the three 
characters in the novel deal with their recalibra-
tions of self in their own ways. 

Q:  Tell us about your stylistic choice to weave the 
three story lines together moving in and out 
through time and perspective.  

A:  Memory is rarely linear. a smell can take you back 
thirty years in an instant. i wanted the juxtaposi-
tion of perspectives and time periods to have a 
kaleidoscopic effect, particularly since memory is 
such a big part of the novel. i wanted to show how 
the stories of Violet,  iris, and Sam are inextrica-
bly interconnected. i also liked the challenge that 
interweaving these stories posed to me as a writer. 
i had to make sure the jumping around worked 
thematically and rhythmically, and didn’t leave a 
reader feeling lost. 
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About the 
Author

the subject of my fiction often seems to emerge from 
a serendipitous collision of ideas. For Mercy Train, 
i began wanting to write about my grandfather. 
He was the youngest of eight children, born into 
rural poverty in Barren County, Kentucky. When he 
was three, his family moved north to illinois so his 
father could take a job in a lumber mill. i planned a 
sweeping story about family history and migration, 
imagining my great-grandparents at the turn of the 
twentieth century, packing a wagon, seeking more 
for their children than they could eke out from their 
small parcel of Kentucky land. 

then my mom happened to ask me if i’d ever heard 
of the orphan trains. i hadn’t, and i was immediately 
enthralled. Beginning in the mid-nineteenth century, 
under the direction of the children’s aid Society, 
orphaned, delinquent, and poor children from new 
york city were shipped out on trains in the hopes 
they would be adopted by christian farm families in 
the Midwest—without anything set up in advance or 
any screening of potential adopters. Whoever showed 
up at the makeshift viewings could simply take home 
a child, as if picking up a sack of cornmeal from the 
mercantile.  

i was shocked i’d never heard of this fascinating 
piece of american history. But the orphan trains were 
no secret; there has been plenty written about them, 
mainly devoted to personal accounts of orphan train 
riders. Most of what i read on the subject was folksy 
and sentimental. it wasn’t until i turned to the his-
tory of child welfare that the underside of the Orphan 
train Movement became apparent: there was no 
protest or regulation of the trains because they were 
effectively draining new york city of a poor, useless 
class, delivering these children to labor-starved areas 

On Writing Mercy Train
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“Mercy train...is 
a manifestation, 

I hope, of the  
 writer I have 

become.”

where they could be put to work for very little or for 
free. 

i started to envision a novel about two disparate 
characters brought together by one of the trains. One 
would be a girl who leaves Kentucky with her mother 
and ends up in New York City’s dismal Fourth Ward. 
The other would be an ex–Civil War doctor who runs 
the Wisconsin Insane Asylum, allowing me to delve 
into the history of Madison, where i’d lived for the 
past five years. i spent hours poring over photographs 
and asylum records at the Wisconsin Historical 
Society, and i read everything i could about the 
orphan trains and new york city in the last years of 
the nineteenth century. i was ready to write. 

and then i had a baby.
Motherhood turned my life on its head and made 

me question myself in a way that was scary and new. 
the first year was a time of euphoric highs and soul-
doubting lows, and as the months slid by, i feared i 
would never want to write again. 

When my daughter was a year old, I finally sat down 
with all my old notes and creaked out some pages. But 
i was a different woman than i’d been before becom-
ing a mother, in the obvious ways, of course, but also 
in subtle shifts of perception, longing, and contented-
ness. And I was a different writer, too. When I wrote 
about the doctor, it felt clunky and studied, dark 
and gothic in a way that no longer felt right. What I 
wanted to write about—what i now felt compelled 
to write about—was motherhood. admitting this 
allowed the novel to take shape. Springing from the 
original inspiration of my grandfather’s life, it became 
an exploration of mothers and daughters through 
three generations, anchored by the story and legacy 
of a scrappy girl named Violet who boards an orphan 
train in 1900. 
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About the 
Author

Mercy Train melds my family history, the orphan 
trains, and the experience of becoming a mother. it is 
a manifestation, i hope, of the writer i have become. 

Q:  Jane, after reading Rae’s novel, do you feel like 
you have a different sense of the complexity of the 
relationship between the two of you? Rae, did you 
think differently of your relationship with your 
mother after you had spent so much time with 
Iris, Sam, and Violet? 

 J:  i have always thought my relationship with rae 
was pretty straightforward. However, it occurred 
to me at one point while reading Mercy Train that 
since rae’s characters had complicated relation-
ships with their mothers, that perhaps complexity 
had been part of our relationship, at least for her, 
and that i had been unaware of its presence. the 
self-reprimand soon followed that if indeed this 
was a factor, then i should have caught it and 
tapped into it. 

R:  My mom and i have had a remarkably unfraught 
relationship, but i did think about her often while i 
was writing this book. She has lived so much life—
she’s beautiful and amazing at eighty-one—and i 
think in pondering questions for the characters, it 
made me wonder what it would be like to see my 
mom as a young single woman or newly married 
or a first-time mother. this past christmas she 
mentioned that she once had dated a professional 
hockey player named Moose, and i was reminded 

An Interview with  
Rae Meadows and Her Mom,  
Jane Meadows 
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of how even though i have heard a lot of stories 
about her life, there is an endless supply of things 
i don’t know.  

Q:  Do you think (as Iris mentions) that having chil-
dren is a way to try and understand one’s own 
mother? Jane, did you learn a lot about your 
mother when you had children? Rae, did you?

 J:  Perhaps many might find this to be helpful, but 
personally i never sought to better understand 
my mother. i didn’t need to. She was an honest, 
loving, demonstrative being whom i loved and 
trusted. 

R:  although for me it wasn’t a conscious thing, i feel 
like i have learned so much about my mom since 
becoming a mother. that intense, unfailing love 
mixed with worry that she exuded is something 
i know now on a gut level. My mom had breast 
cancer when her daughters were eight, five, and 
three, and i don’t think i fully understood what 
strength and courage this required until i became 
a mother and tried to imagine myself in the same 
position. 

Q:  The existence of the orphan trains is such a fasci-
nating yet seemingly forgotten part of American 
history. Rae has said that you introduced her 
to the subject, Jane, which sparked her to write 
Mercy Train. How did you hear about the orphan 
trains? What was your initial reaction to this 
piece of history?

 J:  i was waiting for rae to arrive at the airport in 
cleveland, and i struck up a conversation with the 
woman sitting next to me who was also waiting 
for her daughter. She mentioned that her daugh-
ter had done some research on the Orphan Train 
Movement of the early part of the twentieth cen-

“I feel like  
I have learned 
so much about 
my mom since 

becoming a 
mother.”
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About the 
Author

tury. i had never heard of the orphan trains and 
was fascinated and full of questions. i, of course, 
relayed all this to rae in baggage claim. 

R:  And good thing she did! I didn’t know at the time 
that the orphan trains would be the basis for my 
next novel, but i knew instantly they had rich nar-
rative possibilities and i needed to find out more. 

Q:  As Rae was writing Mercy Train, did she come to 
you for advice? If not, what kind of advice would 
you have given her in writing about a mother-
daughter relationship? Rae, what advice was the 
most helpful to you in developing these complex 
characters? 

 J:  rae is an inspired, gifted writer who needed no 
advice about writing Mercy Train. the only advice 
i’d have given her, had she asked, is the same 
advice i would have given her had she been writ-
ing about balloons: make the characters interest-
ing and make it a good story. She seems to have 
done exactly this without anyone’s help.  

R:  although i didn’t seek advice exactly, i did use 
details from my mom’s life in developing these 
characters. For instance, i remember my mom 
telling me how when she first got married, she 
would get all done up and have a cocktail ready 
for my dad when he came home from work. iris 
is from the same generation as my mom, and she 
enacts a similar scene. and then in a larger sense, 
my mom has told me about the great agony she 
felt when her mother was dying in regards to 
intervention and resuscitation, and this was on 
my mind in the flashbacks of iris and Sam.  

Q:  Which character—Sam, Violet, or Iris—did each 
of you connect with the most? Why?

 J:  My younger self of fifty years ago strongly identi-
fies with Sam in her relationship to her baby, in 
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“My mom has 
always been 

my most ardent 
suporter.”

her procrastination and lack of focus in returning 
to her creative work, and in her guilt and subse-
quent self-chastisement over the aborted Down 
syndrome fetus. But it’s iris who is closest to my 
own age and who has faced some of life’s tougher 
moments. She’s accepting and talks to herself in 
a down-to-earth way, without self-pity. Her self-
admonishment to “buck up” is one i plan to adopt. 
it very much suits those of us who are facing our 
eighties. 

R:  Violet is very unlike how i was as a child and, in 
that sense, she is the most fictional of the three 
characters. iris definitely has some of me in her, 
though she is in such a different stage of life. So, i 
have to say i connected most with Sam, since her 
character sprang from some of my experiences as a 
new mother, particularly the anxiety about where 
creative pursuits fit in after motherhood. From the 
outside, her life is similar to mine.  

Q:  Iris mentions that the relationship between her 
and her daughter has grown closer now that Sam 
is an adult. Jane and Rae, how has your relation-
ship changed from when Rae was younger versus 
now? 

 J:  When a child has become a responsible adult, 
there is little responsibility for the mother to guide 
or instruct. rae and i are friends and, as such, 
tolerant of each other’s differences and all the best 
that friendship infers. We are each committed to a 
helpful, thoughtful, appreciative, and always loving 
relationship toward each other. rae was an appeal-
ing, charming, loving child. She remains so to this 
day, only the package is taller.  

R:  thanks, Mom. i think our relationship has grown 
into an adult friendship, which i have come to 
cherish and depend on. My mom is such a neat 
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About the 
Author

woman: an accomplished painter, a writer of 
lovely old-fashioned letters, a believer in alterna-
tive medicine and health long before it was fash-
ionable, a person of great faith, a true original. 
as i get older, i have really come to appreciate 
that she finds joy in the everyday—she’s happy 
puttering around her house and garden. i also 
love that my mom had a renaissance later in 
life when she came into her voice, and she is 
unapologetic about speaking what she believes 
in, which makes her a great person to talk to.  

Q:  Rae, how difficult was it to write about the 
struggles of being a daughter—and a mother—
knowing that your mom would eventually 
read it? Did you find that the writing process 
became harder with this in mind?

R:  My mom has always been my most ardent 
supporter, so i didn’t hesitate in exploring the 
mother-daughter dynamic between these char-
acters. Luckily my mom is not like Iris or Violet 
as a mother, so i wasn’t too worried that she 
would see herself and possibly be hurt by the 
book. Besides, she survived me writing about an 
escort service in my first novel, so i figured she 
would be okay with this one!  

Q:  As a mother, there is always that fear of hav-
ing your children repeat your mistakes. What 
things did you try to avoid passing on to your 
children? What advice or wisdom have you 
tried to instill? 

 J:  i don’t remember imparting any earthshaking 
advice. i suppose i thought to teach by example, 
as my own mother had. it was, of course, a given 
that there would be no drinking, smoking, or 
drugs.
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“My sisters  
and I were  

incredibly lucky.”

R:  can i just say my mom’s first response was, “But 
i didn’t make any mistakes.” She was joking of 
course, but in a way, she’s right. i had the luxury 
of having a stay-at-home mom who loved being a 
mom and exuded contentment, and was unend-
ingly supportive. My sisters and i were incredibly 
lucky. though her advice on clean living i’m afraid 
I didn’t quite follow in my younger years. (Sorry, 
Mom!) 
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Keep on 
Reading

Some suggestions from rae Meadows about  
books to grab after you put down Mercy Train

On MOTHeRHOOD:
Unless, by carol Shields
Anne Sexton: A Biography, by Diane Middlebrook

PulITzeR PRIze WInneRS I APPlAuD:
Olive Kitteridge, by elizabeth Strout
A Visit from the Goon Squad, by Jennifer egan

WOnDeRful STORy cOllecTIOnS fROM  
SMAll PReSSeS:
In the House, by Lynn K. Kilpatrick
The Pale of Settlement, by Margot Singer
The End of the Straight and Narrow,  
 by David McGlynn

neWly ReleASeD geMS:
The Man Who Quit Money, by Mark Sundeen
Laura Lamont’s Life in Pictures, by emma Straub

OTHeR gReAT ReADS:
Home, by Marilynne robinson
Driftless, by David rhodes
Shadow Tag, by Louise Erdrich

Recommended Reading
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 1.   How much did you know about orphan trains 
before reading this novel? What touched you most 
about Violet’s story? Did reading Mercy Train make 
you want to learn more? 

 2.   We are introduced to Violet as a rambunctious 
young girl living with an adventurous zeal for life—
that is, until she is sent off on the orphan train. in 
what ways has Violet changed from a little girl to 
the older woman Iris remembers as her mother? 
Why do you think she has changed? How has she 
remained the same?

 3.   Which mother/daughter relationship resonated most 
with you? Why?

 4.   Has there ever been a time in your life when you’ve 
been forced to make a hard decision regarding a 
loved one’s health like Sam is? What do you think 
of the decision she ultimately made? 

 5.   Do you think each of the mothers in this book repre-
sents her particular generation? What about them is 
specific to the environment in which they grew up? 

 6.   iris tells Sam that women don’t know what they will 
be like as mothers. Why do you think she tells her 
this? Do you think this is true? Do women really 
have no control over the mothers they become?

 7.   there is a running theme of identity and self 
throughout the novel. iris feels that she put up  
a façade as a mother. Samantha loses her will to  
create art after having ella. is losing one’s identity 
part of becoming a mother? Do the women in this 
novel think that motherhood is worth the sacrifice? 

Reading Group Questions
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Keep on 
Reading

 8.   there are a lot of secrets that are kept by the 
women in the novel (eg., Violet’s abandonment by 
her mother; iris’s trip to the Drake Hotel; Sam’s 
abortion). Why do you think they keep these 
secrets—even from those closest to them?

 9.   are there any questions that this book brought up 
that you’ve ever wanted to ask your mother but 
couldn’t? What are they?  

 10.   iris’s reading played a big role in this novel. are 
there any books that you and your mother or chil-
dren have connected over? Why? 

 11.   Did reading this novel make you think about your 
own family history? What memories did it bring 
up? Did it make you want to learn more about your 
family’s past? 

 12.   Violet chooses her path and suggests being sent 
on the orphan train. “She wanted what her mother 
could never give her.” Do you think she made  
the right decision? How would her life have been 
different?

 13.   How are Violet, Iris, and Sam similar? How are 
they different? What do you think Ella’s inheri-
tance will be from the family?
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